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Revenue Generation

Because tea is a fast-moving consumer good, most green tea companies generate revenue through
markup models. Markup revenue models are when the brand buys its product from another producer
then resells it for a higher price. This is common in the green tea brand industry, as the tea is usually
cultivated in a different country then sold to an overarching green tea company, which is the case for
Lipton Green Tea, as Lipton pays over 600,000 small farmers in multiple nations to grow their tea to
be packaged and resold by Lipton for a higher price. Interestingly, there are disruptors in the market,
specifically in the subscription revenue model. Since the rise of  subscription boxes throughout the last
five years, some green tea/tea-based subscription box startups have been successful, such as Sips by
and Tea Runners Club.

After comparing the green tea industry’s revenue generation to general tea and coffee industries, it can
be noted that there are very few, if  any, differences. All three industries share the same trends in
revenue models, specifically with markup models.

Major Costs in the Industry

The largest costs surround purchasing
the tea leaves themselves, shipping, then
packaging, marketing, and advertising to
consumers in the US. The tea industry is
semi-comparable to the coffee industry,
and when looking at the graphic on the
right, the “wholesale coffee cost
breakdown” on the right side of  the
graphic is most similar to the tea brand
industry’s costs. The one major
difference is the “roaster costs and
margin”, which may be similar to the
packaging and marketing costs of  tea
brands. Of  the 10p that is allocated to
this section, farmers get 10% and
processing, transportation, & export is
also 10% of  costs.

When cutting costs, the easiest change is
to modify the supplier, although the tea



may decrease in quality as well. However, the tea industry has been under stress with the increasing
production costs combined with semi-stagnating prices, which threaten the long-term viability of  the
sector. Because there has been an increasing pressure to pay tea farmers a fair wage, costs have been
significantly increasing since 2018, when wages for tea garden workers increased by 20% in India.

Company Differentiation

In North America, the fastest-growing region in the green tea market share, the companies have begun
to parade the health benefits of  green tea. The modern-day hectic lifestyle has increased health
conditions, and consumers are now more aware of  how they consume, to reduce the risk of  these
conditions. Companies try to produce tea that has higher functionality as well as better taste and
packaging to entice consumers. What makes one brand better than the other is truly down to name
recognition, so the name of  the game in the green tea brand industry is advertisement. For example,
after Unilever shifted their green tea packaging to also include a segment of  “Diet” and
“Health-forward” tea drinks, their sales increased by an undisclosed percentage.

Some top industry players in the United States are The Bigelow Tea Company, Tazo Tea Company,
Keurig Dr. Pepper, Inc., and Unilever. Notably, Keurig Dr. Pepper and Unilever are not tea brand
industry focused, but have consistently held onto large shares in the industry. As a large company, they
may fall behind tea-focused companies like Tazo Tea Company on specificity, but have advantages in
the reach of  retail locations and the supply chain efficiencies.

Company Growth

Companies have grown by focusing on new product developments, acquisitions, and partnerships to
gain competitive market edges that derive from such synergies. For example, Lipton Tea, a subsidiary
of  Unilever, released a new version of  their classic green tea, “Lipton Immune Support Tea”, following
the trend of  health-conscious, immune system boosting drinks in the United States that was derived
from the COVID-19 pandemic. Although Unilever did not have any direct advertising mentioning
COVID-19, the name of  the tea indicated a significant purpose of  the drink. Furthermore, the arrival
of  small and niche players in the market have intensified competition, driving larger companies to
think about developing subsidiaries to cover specific customers and trends in the overall market.

Impact Implications

Regulators believe that eco-labeling will drive rapid improvements in food sustainability. The
European Commission started to develop its Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) methodology in
the 2010s, which looks likely to form part of  future legislation in the EU. However, due to the glacial
pace of  PEF development, and in the absence of  a single harmonized scheme, large food businesses
have already developed their own “in-house” sustainability labels that offer an environmental score on
pack or on digital platforms, and more schemes are in development.

For example, the Voluntary Sustainability Standards (VSS) have been used in the tea sector for almost



40 years to address the various challenges facing the sector and to provide tea consumers with more
sustainable options. VSS compliant tea is produced to meet consumer preferences while aiming to
maintain the sector’s long-term sustainability by requiring agricultural practices that enable climate
resilience, prevent soil erosion, lower pesticide use, increase profitability for smallholders, and improve
workers’ conditions, such as providing the right to collective bargaining and access to sanitation and
clean drinking water. Consumers in many green tea markets around the world, specifically in the
United States and Europe, seek tea companies that are sustainability sourced – clean-label and organic.
Tea producers with the resources to become VSS-compliant now can see an opportunity to access
these potentially lucrative export markets while being able to fall back on the growing domestic
demand. As of  January 2019, about 14.2% of  the world’s tea area is certified to one or another of  the
main Voluntary Sustainability Standards. Despite the existence of  growing commitments to use VSS
standards, it is far from“mainstream.” Uncertainty over and limited information on the biophysical,
environmental, and economic impacts across different levels of  VSSs adoption.

Furthermore, tea companies depend on the sustainability of  tea farms and the production and logistics
of  tea. Since the Fairtrade Certification Movement began in 2002 (clear Fairtrade labeling on food
products) a spotlight was shone on many industries and agricultural trades. From coffee and sugar
plantations to tea and cacao farms, people in the world were suddenly made aware of  how one-sided
these industries could be; how exploited the workers were, how poor the communities that depended
on the trade were, and how devastated the surrounding environment was. For example, Unilever has
created a new Partner Promises program to contribute to a fairer, more inclusive, and more equitable
way of  doing business. Through Unilever’s direct suppliers – who provide the company with goods
and services such as raw materials, logistics, advertising, professional services and much more –
Unilever can drive mutual growth and influence the industry’s environmental, social, and
governmental (ESG) impact future. Unilever has developed two programs, the Responsible Sourcing
Policy (RSP) and Responsible Business Partner Policy (RBPP), to focus on the conducting of  business
with integrity and transparency, with respect for universal human and labor rights as well as
environmental sustainability.


